Undulating relief, various chapels, a profusion of sculptures, rich greenery. Illustrious personalities are buried here. The “Northern cemetery” home to over 20000 burial places, is a little “Père-Lachaise”.

**CEMETERY OPENING TIMES:**

**From 6th November to 15th March**
- from Monday to Friday: 8h to 17h30
- Saturday: 8h 30 to 17h30
- Sundays and bank holidays: 9h to 17h30

**From 16th March to 5th November**
- from Monday to Friday: 8h to 18h
- Saturday: 8h 30 to 18h
- Sundays and bank holidays: 9h to 18h

There are no more admissions to the site a quarter of an hour before closing time. The administration office is open from Monday to Friday, 8h30 to 12h30 and from 14h to 17h.
ABRANTÉS (Duchess of) (1784-1838) woman of letters
ADAM Adolphe (1803-1856) composer
AM Pére André (1775-1836) chemist
ANATOLE (Jacques Delaure) (1911-1998) estate keeper of Montmartre
AUTANT-LARA Claude (1901-2000) movie maker
BARTHELEMY Mimì (1939-2013) writer, Haitian
BERGER Michel (1947-1992) singer, composer
BERLIOZ Hector (1803-1869) composer
BERRIAU Simone (1896-1984) actress, director of the Théâtre Antoine
BOULANGER Nadia (1887-1979) and Lili (1893-1918) composers, professors of music
BOUSSAC Marcel (1891-1980) industrialist
BRNAUER Victor (1903-1966) surrealist painter
BRIALY Jean-Claude (1933-2007) actor
BUONAROTTI Philippe (1761-1837) revolutionary, politician
CAMONDO (de) Family bankers, art collectors
CARCASSONNE Guy (1951-2013) constitutional lawyer
CARÈME Marie-Antoine (1784-1833) chef
CASTELLI Philippe (1926-2006) Grand-Duc of Lorraine
CAVAIGNAC Family politicians
CHARCOT Family doctor, explorer
CHARON Jacques (1920-1975) actor
CHICHIN Fred (1954-2007) (Div.12)
CLOUZOT Henri Georges (1907-1977) movie maker
DALIDA (Yolande Gigliotti) (1933-1987) singer
DAME AUX CAMÉLIAS (1824-1847) (Alphonse Plessis) courtesan
DARC Daniel (1959-2013) singer in the group Taxi Girl
DEGAS Edgar (1834-1917) painter
DELIBES Léo (1836-1891) composer
DERAISMES Marie (1836-1894) feminist, woman of letters
DEVIDER Pierre (1922-2008) actor
DESBORES-VALMORE Marceline composer of letters (1786-1859)
DIAZ DE LA PENA Narcisse (1807-1876) painter
DUMAS Fils Alexandre (1824-1895) writer
DUX Pierre (1908-1990) actor, director
FABBRI Jacques (1925-1997) screenwriter
FERSEN Christine (1946-2008) actress
FEYDEAU Georges (1862-1921) dramatist
FOUCAULT Léon (1819-1868) physiologist
FOURIER Charles (1772-1837) philosopher, economist
FRATELLINI Annie (1932-1997) clown, founder of the Théâtre National de cirque
GAUTIER Théophile (1811-1872) writer
GÉRÔME Jean Léon (1850-1916) painter
GERARDIN (de) Émile (1806-1881) and Gay Delphine (1804-1854) politician, writer
GONCOURT (de) Edmond (1822-1896) and Jules (1830-1870) writers
GORDINI Amélie (1899-1979) automobile constructor
LA GOULE (Louise Weber) (1866-1929) dancer (model for Toulouse Lautrec)
GREUZE Jean-Baptiste (1725-1805) painter
GUITRY Lucien (1886-1925) and Sacha (1885-1957) actor, author
HALÉVY Jacques (1799-1862) and Ludovic (1834-1908) composers dramatists
HEINE Heinrich (1797-1826) German poet
HITZOFF Ignace Jacques (1792-1867) architect (gare du Nord)
IVERNEL Daniel (1920-2000) actor
JOLIVET André (1905-1974) composer
JOUHANDEAU Marcel (1888-1979) writer
JOUVENT Louis (1887-1951) actor
KELLY Margaret (1910-2004) called Miss BlueBell (Div.13) creator of the BlueBell Girls troupe of the Lido
KÖNIG Marie-Pierre (1898-1970) field marshal (Bi-Hakeim)
KOLTÉ Bernard-Marie (1948-1989) playwright
KOSMA Joseph (1905-1969) actor
LABICHE Eugène (1815-1888) playwright
LAFIN Dominique (1952-1985) actress
LAMOUREUX Charles (1834-1899) conductor
LANNES Jean (1769-1809) minister of the Empire
LAURENCISQUE Pierre (1797-1860) architect
LAVINY Gérard (1933-2009) singer, composer
LE POUILAN Jean (1924-1988) actor
LOGAN Danny (1942-1984) singer in the group Les Pilotes
LOPEZ Francis (1926-1995) composer
MARNAY Éddy (1920-2003) song writer
MARQUET Mary (1895-1979) actress
MASSE Victor (1822-1884) composer
MATHIEU Georges (1921-2012) painter
MÉDRANO Family circus artists
MOREAU Gustave (1826-1898) painter
MURGER Henri (1822-1865) writer
NIJINSKI Vaslav (1889-1950) choreographer and dancer in Russian Ballets
OFFENBACH Jacques (1819-1880) composer
OSIRIS (Illa Daniel) (1825-1907) writer
PEREIRE Frères bankers
PONS Patrick (1952-1980) motorcycling champion
PONSON DU TERRAIL Pierre (1829-1871) (Div.20) writer
POULBOT Franciscus (1879-1946) illustrator and draftsman of Montmartre
RÉCAMIER Juliette (1777-1849) woman of letters
RENAULT Ernest (1823-1892) writer
ROBERTS Jean-Marc (1951-2013) writer, publisher
ROCHEFORT Henri (1831-1913) journalist, politician
ROUVIERE Philibert (1809-1865) actor
SAUGUET Henri (1901-1989) composer
SANSON Charles (1740-1806) and Henri (1760-1840) executioners
SAX Adolphe (1814-1894) inventor of the saxophone
SCHIEFFER Ari (1795-1858) painter
SÉGUR (de) Family generals, writers
SIMON Claude (1923-2005) writer, Nobel prize 1985
SLOWACKI Jules (1889-1949) Polish poet, playwright
SOUFRAO Fernand (1788-1839) musician (guitarist)
SOUPAILLE Philippe (1879-1990) writer
STENDHAL (Henri Béyle) (1783-1842) writer (Le rouge et le noir)
TCHERINA Ludmila (1924-2004) dancer, sculptor and actress
TRUFFAUT François (1932-1984) movie maker
VAILLARD Pierre-Jean (1918-1988) singer, comedian
VARDOT-GARCIA Pauline (1821-1910) opera singer
VIGNY (de) Alfred (1797-1863) actor
WALDECK-ROUSSEAU Pierre (1846-1904) (Div.2) politician
WIDAL Fernand (1862-1929) professor of medicine
ZOLA Émile (transferred to the Panthéon) (1840-1902) writer

Cemetery regulations are displayed in the administration office and on www.paris.fr. Inside the cemeteries, please respect the dead, their families and others visiting, please observe silence and behave decently.

For further information, do not hesitate to ask the personnel of the administration (or the ground staff at weekends and bank holidays).

TOUTE L'INFO EN 3975 ET SUR PARIS.FR
*Fait d'un appel fondamental de part des citoyens pour un site web plus à une création*